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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

IF history repeats for a third time, then we'll continue expecting price to pivot and fall down away 

from 2,135 toward 2,100.  We'll continue swing trading and taking intraday bearish trades under 

this likely scenario. 

Price is charting a lower/sell pathway AS EXPECTED and as is logical given the overextended, five-

wave movement up on negative divergences into resistance.  Price "should" continue falling and 

likely target 2,100 or 2,091 - or even the 50% gap opening at the 2,082 level.  We'll continue 

playing short-bearishly for our expected/logical thesis. 

Why do we take time that most traders don't to study the lessons - and our trades - with the benefit of the 

entire day behind us?  Simple - not only does it give us valuable information to learn and pick up on things we 

missed in real time, but sometimes (like today...), the exact same day structure and - in some cases - the 

EXACT SAME TRADES will repeat.  Those who take time to study the lessons are at a HUGE competitive 

advantage to those who do not... who will miss opportunities right in front of them (we studied it yesterday) 

and worse will make the EXACT SAME MISTAKES on the exact same trades.  So... don't make that mistake. 

Take a moment and study each night's lessons as we do in the membership (don't just skip to the planning!). 

Just like yesterday, we had a morning weakness/sell swing (as expected from the broader picture) and at least 

three clean, simple, pro-trend retracement trades that triggered with our successful planning and 

expectations.  Our job - when price did what it was supposed to do - was to short-sell each retracement to the 

falling 20 or 50 EMA... or trigger short on the break under a rising trendline. 

While you could have stopped there - and many new traders should have stopped there with the easy money, 

low-hanging fruit profitable retracements - advanced and intermediate traders had a chance to buy the 

breakout above the 50 EMA (Trade #4) and then buy the first retracement (reaction) to the rising 20/50 EMA 

(5-min).  These two bullish trades ultimately DID NOT produce a large profit but price ultimately failed to 

reverse and then continued the trend. 

THIS IS EXACTLY WHY WE DO NOT FIGHT or FADE a Trend Day. Even with valid reversal signals, PRICE STILL 

CONTINUED THE TREND.  It's just simply better to stand aside when you're tempted to Fight/Fade a Trend 

Day.  PLEASE learn these lessons and DO NOT expose your account to unnecessary losses - only you can 

prevent yourself from fighting/fading a trend day and thus losing money - because that's what will happen. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Jobless Claims (8:30am) 
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July 20 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Take a moment to study the intraday trends in our Cross-Market Money Flow Grid.  Stocks are UP but 

retracing (logically); Gold and Oil are DOWNTRENDING with BEARISH/LIQUIDATION money flow (many traders 

are trying to trade a reversal against the trend... and failing exactly like intraday traders who try to fight a 

trend day), and the Dollar is similarly uptrending with stocks but retracing. 
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Surprise Strength:  Citigroup (C) 

 

I like pointing out "strong stocks getting stronger" to you, and bonus points are awarded if it's a stock that 

most people aren't talking about or following (not a hyped-up name). 

In this case, financial giant Citigroup (C) quietly, as if not to disturb the rest of the market - impulsed and broke 

powerfully (similar to Amazon actually) to new highs in a straight-up rally off the 200 day SMA. 

At this point, it's late to buy unless you're an aggressive trader, but watch the current pivot level into $60.00 

per share for intraday pivot plays away from this level (bull or bear). 
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And... There's the Apple (AAPL) Gap 

 

This example reminds us precisely why trading DIRECTLY in front of earnings is risky and often literally a 

gamble - it's best from an edge standpoint NOT TO DO IT, meaning do not speculate (buy) right ahead of 

earnings unless you're fully aware it's a risky gamble that - like the casinos - can pay big or can rob you of your 

money just as quickly. 

If anything - as I've been pointing out - Apple was a short into resistance ($132) play OR a trigger-buy ONLY 

above the $134 level.  Given that the trigger breakout DID NOT occur, then there was thus NO BUY signal.  

Only very aggressive traders here got the benefit of the gap - holding short ahead of earnings which was an 

extraordinary risky thing to do (just reference Google's $70 upside gap recently).  From here, play off the rally. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

So far things are working as they should - absolutely no surprises or manipulations.  At this point, we're ready 

to trade a logical SHORT-TERM buy rally up away from the 2,100/2,105 target as highlighted on positive 

divergences.  We're intraday BULLISH above 2,110 to target the 2,120 or 2,105 level - that's simple. 

However, we'll trigger bearish first under 2,105 and then 2,100 should that occur, which targets 2,092. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

As stated earlier, price is doing PRECISELY what it should - meaning fall lower (retrace) against the 2,130/2,135 

price resistance cluster on negative divergences.  It's been a series of Trend Days down from 2,135 toward the 

first level 2,110 (here) and then the midpoint target 2,100.  As highlighted on the intraday chart, be prepared 

to trade a logical short-term bullish bounce up off 2,110 while at the same time being equally prepared to 

short the market on a breakdown under 2,110 - to target 2,100. 

Don't get caught up in anything else - focus on the movement away from 2,110 and - if applicable - 2,100. 


